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Work Experience

Skipli | Lead Product Designer & Front End Developer

Apr 2019 - Aug 2019, Atlanta

Documented a new design system and redesigned 
interface for mobile (iOS) and desktop design.


Conceptualized and defined an end to end design 
strategy for the product that supports customer 
needs and business goals.

Solved issues in the user journeys and flow diagram 
and assisted build long term product roadmap.

Ancestry | UX Design Intern
Jun 2020 - Aug 2020, Lehi

Identified and prioritized the user needs for sharing 
media files over Ancestry's native messaging platform.

Created IA, wireframes and prototypes to 
communciate design ideas to crossfunctional teams.

Integrated users feedback and shipped the final design 
for development collaborating with Product Manager.

Honda Motor Co | New Model Design Engineer
Sep 2015 - Aug 2017, New Delhi

Simulated new model car design (Honda Civic, Honda 
Fit and Honda Amaze) as per Honda design standards.


Suggested changes for feasibility based on ergonomics, 
designing the specification sheet of tooling for welding 
process and planned the project design schedule. 


Education
Georgia Institute of Technology




MS Human-Computer Interaction 

Aug 2021 - May 2022 (Expected), Atlanta 



MS Industrial and Product Design

Aug 2018 - May 2021, Atlanta




JSS Academy of Technical Education




B.Tech Mechanical Engineering (Honors)

Aug 2011 - May 2015, New Delhi




METHODS & SKILLS

Journey mapping

Affinity mapping

Stakeholder mapping

Service blueprint

Survey design

User interviews

Personas

Participatory design


Usability testing

Heuristic evaluation

A/B Testing

Value proposition

Storyboard

Ethnography

Contextual Inquiry

Design thinking 


Research and Analysis



Design Tools 


Figma

Framer-X

Sketch

Invision

Adobe Creative Suite

ProtoPie

Fusion 360

Keyshot

Development 


HTML

CSS


JavaScript

React 


Verily (Google Life Sciences) | Product Design Intern

May 2021 - Aug 2021, Cambridge

Communicated and integrated research findings and 
conceptualized ways to increase members 
engagement over the Verily’s Health Platforms. 

Partnered with User Researchers to define usability 
testing plans, conducted testing to validate concepts.


Collaborated cross-functionally (Clinical, UXR & 
Strategy) by leading interviews and synthesizing 
findings to identify and prioritize user needs.

Conducted primary research, created user journey, 
flow diagrams, wireframes and high-fidelity interactive 
prototypes for a new recommendation feature.

Research & OTHER ACTIVITIES

GTCoDeCraft Lab | Graduate Research Assistant 


Masters Thesis: Investigating ways to make 
traditional prototyping materials sensible and 
reactive leveraging with computing technologies.

Graduate Advisory Committee | Co-Founder  





Founding member of Masters of Industrial Design 
Graduate advisory committee.

I3 Design Research Lab | User Researcher 





Usability studies with 50+ people to validate the 
tangible AR prototyping tool comparing to various 
design representations for product development.

Oversee the user experience of a product from conception to launch in partnership with product managers, engineers, UX researchers and content strategists

Take broad, conceptual ideas and turn them into something useful and valuable for our billion plus users

Design end-to-end flows and experiences that are simple and elegant for our supported platforms

Craft designs within existing visual systems and/or standards

Solicit and provide feedback from partners to continually improve the quality of our products through multiple iterations exploring a range of design options

Experience building and shipping applications or software at the level of whole features across a variety of platforms

Interaction Design experience with ability to define how an experience should behave based on understanding people's needs. Ability to use prototyping skills to demonstrate how a particular flow or interaction will work.

Visual Design skills with proficiency in typography, desktop/mobile UI, color, layout, iconography and aesthetic sense.

Strategic product thinker with the ability to understand product goals, identify opportunities, and make decisions based on the impact to people and the company.

Able to clearly and succinctly articulate the goals of your team.

Must obtain work authorization in country of employment at the time of hire, and maintain ongoing work authorization during employment

Intent to return to degree-program after the completion of the internship/co-op

Currently has, or is in the process of obtaining, a Bachelors or Masters degree in design or related design field

Ability to showcase your end to end design process across multiple projects, that include interaction and visual design artifacts and high-fidelity prototypes


